CFO STUDY GROUP
BY INVITATION ONLY—RSVP@SWENSONADVISORS.COM
CFOs and financial professionals are invited to attend this complimentary event hosted by Swenson Advisors.
This is a quarterly lunch series established to deliver forward-thinking perspectives, fresh insights and
networking among CFOs and Financial Executives. The CFO Study Group provides a forum to hear from speakers on topics
relevant to CFOs while enjoying stunning views and lunch at the University Club Atop Symphony Towers.

TUESDAY, APRIL 25, 2017
UNIVERSITY CLUB ATOP SYMPHONY TOWERS
11:30AM—1:30PM
FEATURED TOPIC:

Cybersecurity — A View From the Top
Attendees will be equipped with insider insights into how software companies like Mindera are securing their clients'
systems against cybersecurity threats, and how the Mindera processes can be implemented into attendees' companies
to offer the highest level of security against internal and external data breaches.
If hackers are the "antagonists" of modern technology, Mindera software engineers represent a community of
"heroes" who work with the same tools and knowledge that hackers do, but with different focus and outcomes;
seeking to build and maintain what hackers seek to destroy.
THIS SESSION WILL COVER:

•

Current hacking trends and prevention.

Headline-grabbing hacks, like Target's security breach. We'll learn what happened at Target and other large
organizations, and walk away equipped with ideas that can be implemented immediately into attendees' companies.

•

• Common areas that businesses neglect that are open for security breaches.
Hackers look for these - do you know what they are?

• Methods to secure an organization against outside - and internal - security breaches.
FEATURED SPEAKER:

Charles Johnson II, Mindera Software Executive
Charles Johnson II is a Software Architect with career experience in software implementation for companies such
as Burger King, Qualcomm, and YUM! Brands International.
As a Mindera executive, Charles is responsible for the quality and security of technical solutions that Mindera
develops. His mandate is to organize and motivate Mindera software teams to meet business goals, provide
solutions to support existing systems while introducing new technology, and structure application lifecycles for continuous delivery and quick up-start; all while ensuring that Mindera software engineers are employing best-in-class
security protocols in their coding practices.
As a technology enthusiast, Charles focuses his interest on IoT (Internet of Things), user interface tools for web developers, swarm intelligence
(SI) and cloud security.
Charles is based at Mindera's downtown San Diego office and can be reached at 619-800-1837 or Charles.johnson@mindera.com.
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